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":ilAGT OF AN UNFAMILIAR SYSTEM

One of the most· uncomfortable mornen ts I have experienced since my

:rg%:~i~tmentas Chairman of the Australian Law Reform C~mmission. was Wh~i I was

::?~'~d and hissed by a rather large group in an aUdi~nce in the Sydney Town Hall. I was

:'Ji.l~~; iQ.: time because the sl?eaker ~hom I was to, irttroduce, Mr. Ralph .Nader, waS_late. I

-lQ.1~\~~2at I thought was ahumOfOus jest which part of .the audien9-e considered 'sexist'. If

·_':":~(:i?~99t to: indulge the same .error, I'~OUldsay that they' took my words 'ami~'. Some
~-<~_P~.OPl,ein pUbli~ office get upset at the suspected decline in the nati~na:I seT;lse.of 11Umo~r•

.~'.."__ltj~::::-thought that incidents such as this and·Mr. Grassby's valiant efforts to stamp racial

t ;·>jok~~~:l~present the final declin~ and fall of that_most B~itisl)·of cultural inh~ritaJ1~es:a

;cQ'¥.ect~ve sense of whimsy and fun. 1 am not so, sure. I think it. ,is probable that prejudice

a_ilq~m:ereotypescan enter our mind by way. of J.anguage. and humour. There is nothing ~at

'.~a~~~..:y.ou.reconsider your position so quickly as a couple of hundred hissing people. 1 shall

tell, q9, sexist or any racist jokes~ ,1 will b~ guiltless of both sins. ~o let. me say at the

outse.t that the words 'reasonable man' were chosen, elaborated and used by jUdges of. ,.' ,-- ,
6ygo~e times. They are words assi~~d to me for this address. As far as I am concerned, I

propose to talk about the '.r~a,sonable person' .and whether this mythological-existence is

safe.in multicultural Australia. In short, in testi~~ the conduct of our .fellow citizens in

partiCUlar circumstances having legal relevance, is it any longer j~stifiable :- if ever it was

- to test that conduc t against the supposed behaviour of a presumed 'reasonable man'?
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Does such a test imply that it is possible to conjure up in the mind a single, identifiable

pattern of behaviour, objectively determinable, against which such conduct can be

measured? Is the assumption about a criterion of the reasonable man or ·the reasonable

person one inherited via OUf legal system, from a country which had a fair degree of

racial, linguistic and cultural homogeneity'? -If this is so, in a multicultural society, is the

test any longer a viable one? Should we replace it in Australia precisely because one-third

of our people are, or are the children of, migrants who came from- non-English speaking

countries since the Second Wor~d War? Does the persistence· of the reference to the

conduct of this mythological 'reasonable man' impose a legal and cultural stereotype no

longer safe in a country of ·such cultural and linguistic variety? If we shQuld replace the

test of the 'reasonable man" w.hat sh0t:I1d be put in its place?

Before I approach the resolution of these issues, I want to illustrate the way in

which the Australian legal system, with many strengths and fine qualities, must adjust if

it is to be sensitive 'to" the"probl,ems 'of 'migrants and responsive to the challenge of the

multicultural ideal. I then want to say something of the work of the Australian Law

Reform Commission as it has been relevant to the specific concerns of members of the

ethnic communities. Finally I will turn back to the 'reasonable man'.

A DIFFllRENT SYSTEM

For the newcomer arriving in Australia -from a non..;.British 'culture, there is a

distinct risk~of a legai cultural shock. Mr. Frank Galbally, now Chairman of the Australian

Institute of MultiCUltural Affairs and who has conducted an enqUiry into the problem of

post-arrivai migrants knows it wen:

From the moment a ship docks, migrants are under a tough assault by salesmen

- oftl!ln' ruthless, unscrupulous - to sign papers to bUy everything from furniture,

cars' and houses to courseS' in English;.•Almost immediately•.•they meet

difficulties in housing, employment, trade unionism,' 'health, work and social

relations with AustI,"aliims and other migrants, education, adjustment to many

strange laws, regulations and conditionS, social welfare rights, motor licences

and registration,' traffic laws, public service, political 'systems...The inherent

tragedy is that at every stage it is difficult acclim'atising to a new land.

Something can go wrong 'and usually does. And wheneve.r 'something does go

wrong, the migrant is thrust at once against the restrictions of our alien

culture.1
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Xhe"provisii:5n 'of"e.n interpreter and translation;services,- important. though. those

~~;re,; 'are ina'dequate to overcome the unfamiliarity with the laws and procedures

'-_'Xil: 'Australia. There is a great deal of evidence that the experience and

, . i'O,IlS "of rrtigrants concerning our police and'legal procedures' make it difficult for

. ~~~2Gil&"'-r.stand the way we do things-in Australia-. For example" Australian courts

;..iiiclopted the adversary system of trial. In most countries of the non-English speaking
c

a;;:a.5different system of court trial exists under which the judge or magistrate is in

~~~f"'a "jiJdi~ial enquiry. Under this sytem the defendanf can rely to a far greater

t~Jh' the" jLu1ge or magistrate to protect, and even advance ,his interests. Under our

,~;,~t~ jUdicial officer is, to- a large extent, a, neutral 'umpire. Ftirthermore we use

i',irr't:he'trial of serious cases. In most- of the countries from 'which we now draw our

/i-- ~:ilts,"jtIrY'trial does not now exist,- if'it ever did.

:{':;~I;~~t;t}: -- -There are many opportunities for a breakdown in the relationship betwe,en

A:~~:;~X~ant~r'and-the' police. For example, particularly difficult in police/migrant' relations is

;/th~'J~;6'rifami1iarity of many, migrants· with certain Australian- po~ice, practices.

-"::'iik~~~fintingis used in Italy only for the most serious of-crimes.,!n Australia it iS',a much

-~:6~8"~fJequelitlY used I?ractice. For the Italian, the experience of· fingerprinting cnn be

, ""q~i'te tra,umatic. Likewise, bail is most unusual in European legal system.2 Many

mTgrants have mistaken the payment of bail for the payment of a fine and have been

'st:lrprised by subsequent arrest to secure their appearance at court.

Sometimes, without intending Jt, our legal system can' operate unfairly upon

persons oLa different cultural background. In the criminal trial especially, the iml?ression

w-hlch'the accused may make on the magistrate, judge or members of the juiy may be

c~,tticakYet people from different cultural backgrounds with Qifferent accepted modes of

b~el1a:Viour may act in a way that seems quite alien'for the ,simply, reason it is aiien'to the

n~:a:'jorIty of participants in the courtroom. Witnesses "may al?pear excited. They, may

g~strcillate more than is common in our" tradition., Yet ,the fair and 'reasonable

a~miriistration of justice reqUires that migrants' c~~tural and'lin'guistic backgrounds should

be!taken'into account in accessing their conduct and their evidence in- court. But without

cont~ct wIth migrants"and familiarity with their ways it may be difficult for this fairness

or· 1reasonableness' to be achieved.

Migrants sentenced to prisonmny, suffer special disadvantages with the loss of

lingUistic, religious, culinary and other familar basics of life. This may add to the qUality
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of their punishment, as maya requirement that they have to write their lett-ers in the

English language. Migrant -women may have special problems becauSe -of their

unfamiliarity with our -legal system. In many countries from which they are drawn, ~he

husband or his family are virtually assured of the custody of the children. of the marriage

upon,-separation. The Family Law ·Act 1975 adopts a much more evenhanded regime for

Australia.

Surveys show that the -legal profession in Australia is 'relatively little .affected

by the influx of migrants.3 Th~ Bench in Australia, whether the. magistracy or th.e

judiciary, is- still overwhelmingly An'glo-Celtic. The· intake into .our law schools is still

dis{?roportionately privileged, private school educ.sted and Anglo.4 However, times are

changing and recent research suggests that women, for so long ,a mer~ 2% of the

Austr.alian legal profession are now rising in numbers so that they amount to nearly 50%

of the 'entrants into· law schools.S 'Perhaps this change .in the stereotype of the lawyers

as a' gentleman in a dark suit, may herald the day when .more· and more people from non

Anglo Celtic backgrounds· enter the law to enrich its sensitivity to our cultural diversity.

In the' meantime, iLis necessary f-orjudges, magistrates and lawyers constantly to remind

themselves that out ,there in the Australian qommunity" things ,have changed. Our laws and

our procedures need ;reform in order to reflect the change.

THE ROLE OF LAIV REFORM

'The Australian 'Law Reform Commi~ion is one. of ten law reform bodies in

Australia working on the improvement of our laws'.' We 'are -proud of our 'associati9n with

colleagues in the Law Reform Commission of Tasmania. I am delighted .that ,my good

friE'nd Mr.·Bruce Piggott has done me the compliment of chairing this session. Mr. Justice.

Neasey of the Supreme Court of Tasmania is a .distinguished part-time member of the

Australia ,Law Reform Commission.. We lose no opportunity to consult with Tasmanian

·colleagues concerning the various projectS assigned to us qy the Federal

Attorney-General. We hope that, as in other S~ates, some of our projects :may prove useful

for ,adoption' and adaptation in' t~e St,ate sphere. I am delighted to note that this Seminar

was opened by Mr. Max Bingham, Q.G. now the Deputy Premier and Attorney-General for

Tasmania. Mr. Bingham, has had a most distinguished career in the law. In Parliament'·8TId

outside, he has long expressed his interest in the orderly reform and renewal of our legal

system.

In almost every project of the Australian Law Reform Commission mention has

already been made of a number of tasks of law reform bodies, Federal and State,

addressed to the adjustment of the Australian legal system to take into account the

changing composition of the popUlation and the growing numbers of persons whose first

lanr,uage :is not English. In almost every project of the Australian Law Reform
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.mniission the implications of the multicultural nature of modern Australian society

1':'it~:6e considered. The special problems of dealing with complaints of minority groups

~c';¥~.nSi_dered in the Commission's reports on complaints against the police. Reference

as~made to the fact that people unable to communicate satisfactorily in English may

;&(;~~~is~,'a significant proportion of those wishing to make a complaint.6 In the
:F'::,'-:'-',-:_;-:':'~'

;'26fuchii~sion's enquiry into consumer indebtedness, analysis was offered, in the context of
~':~~~:~l}1unity based debt' counselling, of the particular problems of persons with debt
'_',!:t::',\." '
::-'iiJtg<;W,ties who Were not fluent in English.7 In the CommissionTs report on defamation

r~~_:';~form, consideration was given to the need for a procedure for grOU!? defamation,

y~r~luding to remedy hurtful pUblications concerning minority grOU!?S in Australia.8 .The
;;;,::y.:,,-,,-.
Co,rnmi,ssion was unable to reach a unanimous view on this SUbject, a majority feeling it

'~~-::-[)~~f~rable to use the procedures ~f conciliation and persuasion. Two members urged a

~g~'~-~~" of injunction but not damages in respect of proved defamation· of 8 group

'i~~lt(d~g .8 racial e;roup.9 These proposals are still under the consideration of the

,~t_~_9ing Committee of Federal and State Attorneys-GeneraL In the Commission's report

'cn1"::~rivacy and the census, reference was made to the special problems which' the census

~b~~~~ -:in Australia for migrants and the' possible imder-enum ~ation of this gr~up.l0

:R:e~bmmendations were' made for a specific enquiry into these' problems.

In the Australian Law Reform Commission's report on compulsory lands

acq':!isition, mention was made of the need for sim[)ler notifications of acqUisitions and of

rights. ll In the report on child welfare law reform for the Australian Capital Territory,

the Australian.Law Reform Commis~ion cte81t specifically with a n~mber of issues of

relevance to migrant children. One of them related to the enforcement of child care laws

in. the case of migrant children, whose parents wished their children to be kept together,

. ~o-r. linguist and cultural reasons but thereby offended the statutory rules on child care.

~~ese tend to be concerned with objective considerations such as the numbers of' children

~~d: the a~aUabi1ity of physical facilities, rather than with such iiItangiblesas lfnguistic

and. cultural congeniality.12 Possibly our most intensive examination of the legal needS

o( persons not fluent in English arose in the context of our enquiry into criminal

investi~tion. The report on this subject was a major and controver~ial one. It -is :not

p<?s.sible to escape controversy. when one is dealing with that crit~cal question of striking

t~ balance between effective law enforcement and the r!ghts and liberties of citizens,

in~luding suspects. The Commission delivered a report.l 3 That report has led, onto a

Fe~eral Bill which is presently before the Parliament in Canberra.14 That Bill deals

with a whole range of issues relevant to the provision of a modern statement of the rights

and duties of citizens and slispects. It deals with rights of interrogation, search, seizure,

identity parades, the use of sound recording: for confessions
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'0 p,olice, fingerprinting, bail, entrapment and so on. It deals with the three specially

vulnerable groups who need particular assistance if the process of criminal investigation is

to work fairly and evenly. I refer to the child under suspicion, Aboriginals and those

persons not fiuent in English.I5 Several proposals in the Bill are intended to take into

accoun~ the special difficulties which may be experienced in our criminal procedures by

those whose backgro~nd and culture is not English speaking.

The key provision, relevant to persons not fiuent in English who are under

interrogation by Federal Police, is c~ause 28:

28. Where a Police Officer has reasonable grounds for believing that a person in

custody is unable, by reason of inadequate knowledge of the English

language.•• the communi~ate orally with reasonable fluency in the English

language, ,the Police. Of,ficer shall not ask the person any quest.ions in

connection -with thein~estigation of anoffe,nce unless

(a) he does so in a language in whicn both hee:nd that person are able to

communicate with reasonable fluency..•!
(b) a person competent to act as an interpreter is present and acts as
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In this State [Victoria] where there is a considerable cultural- mix and where it

has been asserted, for example, that Melbourne has the large_st Greek

population of any city outside Athens, is would seem an'insoTuable, problem to

pinpoint the qualities or characteristics of the ordinary, man When 'considering

such a man's (or woman) ability or pro!?ensity to lOSE;! his (or her) self control.

j-I"

~--->.. :

g"ltiAMNABLE MAN: AN UNREASONABLE TEST?

"-"---'-~,-.. - -~

:;:t'hei:judge and' whether some features' of the morff act!ye procedures of judicial

'¥y :,follow"ed in non-English speaking countries should not be grafted onto the

~':~rrill"arid-'accusatorialprocedures of the English tradition.

What might provoke a reasonable Italian oi' Frenchman or VietnaI1).~~beYond

.erid~f~ce might not be same ~ what will provoke the average' Englishman.-··You: may' think

th~{F:the'time is fast approaching, if ha-s- not already arrived, when it is unsafe' in Australia

tCi<;j~dg.e the '~rdinary. man' or 'reasonable ma-ntby the characteristics- of the ,'ordinary

'EngliShman'. Such an 'objective' approach may be valid)n- a homogeneous English.speaking

so-efety. it might have been acceptable in a- c;.~mmunityof transported Antipodean

Erigli~hmen and women. It might be doubted, however, whether. it is still the fair<~tandard

for/an Australian-society whose. cultural composition- has' so -radically changed. This- point

w~:-made in the, High Court of Australia.in the-decision in Moffa v Tl:'1e- Queen.20 The

~ourt iri~ that case quashed the appellant's conviction for the murder of his w-ife,

substituting a conviction for manslaughter. Moffa's defence was that he was so greatly

';:,-;.
'. Take first the iaw relating to the defence of provocation to the charge of

'mti~d~~:" Sho'uld the standard of this defence be an 'objectiv'e" or a 'subjective' one? This

w~~'(~fhe:'fusue pOsed in the paper by the ,Victorian Law Reform Commissioner Provocation

,asWbe{enc'e to. Murder. l o The Commissioner, Sir John' Minogue said-this:
i1','

-,'- .
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provoked that he. -killed in response to his wife's words and actions. In reaching its
decision, 1:J.1e High Court recognised that important differences may arise from the

national and cultural origins of individual. Australians. Chief Justice Barwick 5.uid:

That he was emotionally disturbed by his Wife's disclosed attitude to .him did not

make him, in. my view, other than an ordinary man; and in particular other than

an ordinary man of his ethnic derivation.

In the same case Mr. Justice Murphy went eVen further. He considered that the 'objective

testlTcannot withstand critical examination'. He said:

The objective test is not suitable even for a superficially homogeneous society,

and the more heterogeneous: our society becomes' the more inappropriate the

test is. Behaviour is inf.luenced by age, sex; ethnic origin, climatic and other

living conditions, bi~ry:thms, .equcation, occupation and, above all, individual

differences. It is impossibl~ to cQrstruct a model for a reasonable or ordinary

South Austrt4ian for t~e 'pur.p?s.e o~ aS5ess.in~ en:t0tional flashpoint•••ln the

Northern Territory S··preme Court Kriewald J. refused to apply the test to a

tri.bal 'aborigine and used ,the .standard of the accused's tribe•••The same

consideration apply to cultural sUbgroups such as migrants. 'The objective test

should not be modified by establishing differen,t standards for diff~re!1t groups

in society.. This would result in unequal treatment. The objective test should be

discarded.

Workers Compensation. The applicability of the 'reasonable man' test for migrants Can be

.vividly illustrated by reference to a number of workers' compensation cases \'fhich have

arisen in recent year_so The problem -is usually one of the refusal by a migrant to undergo

medical treatment: a refusal that may arise.from linguistic problems in understanding

precisely what the treatment recomm_ended involved and what risks and benefits have to

be weighed. But ·cultural as well as linguistic considerations can be relevant here. A desire

not to SUbmit to 'disfiguring' -surgery, a special fear of the knife, an ignorance about

standards of surgery in Australia, B. concern about other members of the culture who have

not recovered, - can all playa part in inhibiting the 'decision to undergo th,e operation.

Ins~rers in these circumstances sometimes seek to moUnt an argument - fai~lY well

established in ·workers. compensation.law -. that upon the refusal to undergo an operation

Which a reasonable man would have un(lergone, the disability of the worker flows ~ot from

his injUry but from .such unreasonable refusal. T~is argument poses the question: is the

worker to be",held to the' conduct of the 'reasonable man' i.e,; some unnamed, objective and

undoubtec'lly courageous and Anglo Celtic worker who has had a full
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n~e;;atloii with his doctor. Or is the fact in some way to be modified to take into

~~~oti.nt-the linguistic problems and cultural fears that are specific and personal to this

-:i:ir:ticular worker'?
~-"'1:-':

Co. : Mr. JUstice Gobbo in Glavonjic v Foster considered that it was necessary to

.. ,,:t~~{-i~to "account Individual idiosyncracies in applying the so-called 'objective standards'

;~:tdi'_~orke~s cOffil?ensation law:

I am of the view that if the matter is to be jUdged entirely obje,ctively without

regard to the plaintiffls knOWledge, circumstances and mental eoud! tion, refusal

to the operation was not a reasonable one. I am of the op,ioioo how-ever that

upon analysis of the authorities, I am not constrained to apply such a strict and

technical test. It seems to me more 'appropriate' to have regard to the

circumstances of a plaintiff. That is not to say that one simply _applies a

SUbjective test and considers' whether the plaintiff thought it Was reasonable-for

him to refuse 'surgery. It is, however, appropriate to accept the, test that, asks

whether a reasonable man in the circumstances 'as they existed for the plaintiff

and SUbject to the various factors such as difficulty o~ unders~anding and the

plaintiff's medical history and condition that affected the plaintiff, would-have

refused tr'eatment. In my opinion, applying the broader test, lam of the view

that the defendants have not discharged the onus -which is upon them of,showing

that it was unreasonable for the plaintiff to refuse the surgery proposed.21

This retreat from the hypothetical and purely 'Objective" test qf the

reasonableness of conduct has found favour in a number of cases since Mr. Justice Gobbets

jUdgment. In Karabotsos v Plastex Industries pty. Ltd22, the observations of Mr•

.Tl';$;ti~~ ~Gobbo were appro~ed. The line of authority has now spread beyond Victor.i~. As

with Sir Garfield Barwick's approach in Moffa there is an attempt to retain tl}e;'obj,e;ctive'--. . .
formulation whilst in truth modifying its operation to take into account factors personal

t~: the' plaintiff. In Lorea v Holts' Corrosion Control Pty. LtcL23 the Supreme_ ,Court of

Q.ueensland held that the question of Whether or not ·the plaintiff had reasonable' refUsed

tr,eatment, which might mitigate his damage, was to be determined 'objectively having

re,gard to all the circumstances of the case, including matte;rs SUbjective ,to the plaintiff'~

Mr. Justice Kneipp, after quoting Mr. Justice Gobbo (above), agreed with his conclusion

but added comments on 'one difficulty about the,formulation':
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This is that I find -it inappropriate to speak of 'a reasonable man in the

circumstances of a plaintiff' when the circumstances might be such that the

plaintiff could n~t possibly be said to be B reasonable man in the usual sense of

that-term. He might be quite unable to consider the matter ~easonably. I would

prefer to ask a questio'n along these' lines: haVing regard to'· all the

circumstances of the case, ,including matters subjective to the plaintiff, is it

resasonable to hold the plaintiff responsible for the consequences of his refusing

treatment which mighf improve his situatfon?24

In~ebruary .1982 the High Court of Australia handed down its decision in Fnzlic

v MilingJrnbi Community Inc.25, also a case of a worker refusing to undergo surgery.

The Court held that the concern of the trial should not be whether on the balance of

medical evidence the operation might reasonably have been performed but whether,

judged in the light of all the medical eVidence given to the worker at the time and all the

circumstances known to 'him· and ,aff-ectingJ:lim, his refus~ was unreasonable. Specific

"mention was made by thc·,Court of the cultur;al-phenomenon:

The surgeon was not altogether surprised at the .appellantls refusal because in

his extensive experience it was, he ,l?aid, ,not uncommon for patients from

south-eastern Europc., as· was the appellant, to be' par~icularly fearful of back

operations. The surgeon took the view that 'as his treating doctor, he is the

person with the complaint, he is the patient, and as a doctor I have got to

accept, or r'espect, [his] decision. 26

The Court pointed 'out that the worker had been told very little indeed a,bout the

operation.27 -Compensation was restored. Sensitivity to the problems of the particular

worker before ·the Court and his background was plain in the High Court jUdgment.

Insurance Contracts. Finally, the matte.r that has brought this issue most clearly before

the Australian Law Reform Commission is its current ~nquiry into the law governing

insurance contracts. The report on that subject is presently with the printer.28 When I

was invited to speak to you, I hoped th~t the report would have been available. I am sure

you w~l1 understand that it is -not possible for me to detail the precise recommendations of

the Law Reform Commission in a report before that report is handed to the

Attorney-General and tabled in Federal Parliament. 1 must content myself with sketching

the problem confronted by the Law Reform Co.mmission and indicating the possible way

ahead.
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, The contract of insurance is a special variety of contract. It requires the

.. {2goo~q f?fth on the part of both l?arties to the contract. The insured iS9bliged to

ii§~'--~i;'\'h~' ~otice o(ao insurer, w.hen making a. propoSal for insurance or the~eafter, any
t."*"'L":'j'~ r---' _ ~
ff~r- w~ich could have affected the jUdgment of a prudent insurer as to whether or not

~~~-~tf~!:~in_;~rance or in fixing the 'premium to be charged. This test -. th~ test of the

:~~~:(i~ur~rl is unfair to all Australians. It is impossible for the' average insured to

':;-(~,1~lic 'of the considerations that would influence a prudent insurance ·co~p'any. It

"~~'~'~:'.~ lo~jecti~ef standard which is unreasonable. It might be specially unreasonable
·:b";:.cw"'_',~;~~'" .. " .
pe:rso~Qot .fluent in the English language who, by reason of inadequate understanding

:.:9t,~~:;d~:o~:qs;i or claim .form fail to disclose a material fact - but do so innocen~ly without

'·':~¥'jillm~.SHO~of fraud.' .

Various attempts have been made to modify this clearly unjust rule. Some

.-judge"s have suggested sUbstituting a test of the 'reasonable insured' rather than the
''':V-,:<~:'' " .

>"';~F~~-~ri,F .. insurer.'.29 .This was the approach ur.ged u~on the. Australian Law Reform

-;;:Co.minissi-on' pY the submission received from the Australian Treasury.30 It is the

[i:;;'~~~~~~~h'tha~ was favoured by the English Law ~eform Committ~e in 1957.31 It would

~~'~;rt~i~lY be a step in the right direction:- to prevent people - fluent and non-fluent i~
-;;-rigli~:h - from being fixed with a standard, the content of Which they simply would'not

kJl,O:W, {lnq generally would have little means of discovering. On the other h'and, the
~.. ',.,- .

'reasonabl,e insured' test could impose an alternative standard which a great number of

iQsllred's would be unable to meet. It might not be justified by the principle of the utmost
.~ .. ' " .

goqg:J~;ith: a principle which .is addressed to honesty and frankness in dealings ,by the

'par.ticular insured, not c;ompliance with the standard of some average Of reasonable

ins.ur,ed.: :A Severe loss is no less severe merely because it is suffered by one Who, a.cting in

the u.tmost good faith, falls short of th~ suggest~d standard. Adopting ,a standar.d of .a

· 'reasonable insured' could be to make an assumption that all insureds are ~quany capa~le

of, r,eaching that require.d standard. An insurance executive's. chances. o:f non:-disclosure of

Il).~t~rial facts· might be relatively small. A newly."arr,ived migrant's chances, on ;the,other

halJd,.·are comparatively high. It could b~ especially unfair in a country like Australia,

\'-lJtil: a, high prop'ortion of first generation citizens from overseas, to impose a standard

· which would discriminate against those who have had less than. average education, ,Who are

inexperienced in and unaccustomed to business and insurance practices or Who haye an

imperfect understanding of the English .language, let alone the legal and commercial

jargon. often used in insurancE7 forms and policies.

. These difficulties were'referred to in the Australian, Law Reform Commission1s

·discussion paper.32 It has since been dealt with in a report by the English Law

Commission which proposed that the insured's duty should be:
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§mrge;sticln of fraud. 

Various attempts have been made to modify this clearly unjust rule. Some 

suggested su~stituting a test of the 'reasonable insured' rather than the 

insurer_'.29 This was the approach uf.ged upon the Australian Law Reform 

.bY the submiss'ion received from the Australian Treasury.30 It is the 

that was favoured by the English Law ~eform Committ~e in 1957.31 It wouI~ 

'et,rtair,lv be a step in the right direction:- to prevent people - fluent and non-flue\lt in 

lfngli~h - from being fixed with a standard, the content of Which they simply would-not 

kJI,OW, {lnq generally would have little means of discovering. On the other h'and, the _ ..... , - . 
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hSl).d,.·are comparatively high. It could b~ especially unfair in a country like Australia, 

wjth: a· high proportion of first generation citizens from overseas, to impose a standard 

· which would discriminate against those who have had less than. average education,. ,who are 

inexperienced in and unaccustomed to business and insurance practices or who haye an 

imperfect understanding of the English .language, let alone the legal and commercial 

jargon. often used in insurancE7 forms and poliCies . 

. These difficulties were'referred to in the Australian. Law Reform Commission1s 

· discussion paper.32 It has since been dealt with in a report by the English Law 

Commission which proposed that the insured's duty should be: 
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To disclose those facts which 8 reasonable man in his circumstances would

consider to be material in the sense that they would influence the jUdgment of 8

prudent insurer in accepting the risk or fixing the premium.33

The English Law Commission was critical of the 'objective test' of the 1reasonable man' .

adopted by the English Law Reform Committee in 1957:

We are concerned that this test may be too inflexible: it may be _suitable for

businessmen but it may be too exacting for the individual seeking, say, motor or

household insurance as a consumer. Under our recommendations, the report

should therefore be enabled to take the individual's circumstances jnto account.

Accordingly, the standard of disclosure required would depend on, inter alia,

whether the insured was a businessman or a consumer.34

It does seem clear that the exi.sting duty of disclosure on insured persons in

Australia is not justified by the principle of the utmost good faith which should exist

between parties to an "insurance contract. There arg"various approaches to the reform of

the rule inclUding:

* the radical appro~ch"that an insured should be disqualifieq from recovery orily if his

failuredo disclos,e .material facts is deliberate and wilful (a 'subjective' test).

* the less radical approach that mixes the 'objective' and 'SUbjective' elements and

tests the conduct of the insured by what was reasonable "in- the circumstances' and

* the most cautious approach of all, namely, returning to the 'reasonable man' and

testing the conduct of· the insured by a purely. \objective' standard of wha~ would

the 'reasonable insured', objectively, have done in the circumstances.

At this stage; I must leave it to you to de"cide which would be the fairest and

most appropriate test and one which~wou1d strike a fair balance between the need to

encourage frankneS5 and honesty in dealings in insurance and the need to protect people 

especially. those in the ethnic communities-from shat~ering losses that can occur from

the application of the current rule.

CONCLUSIONS

I hope that enough will have been said in this talk to illustrate the way in which

the Australian legal system is coming under scrutiny, in the endeavour to make its
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'ryres7~ts-p-ersonneland its procedures better reflect our multicultural society. Part of the

i-iiathte 'for this new scrutiny is coming"-from ·the law reform agencies - Federal and

~i-stite "- which have been established to help parliaments to review, modernise and simplify

·':{p~r-:·laws-. 'The influx of migrants poses problems in our own legal system. We must meet

.;l;th~e-:·problems and adapt our system. In 'doing so, . 'we should not' lose sight 'of the
.. , ,

-_.~i'mp9rt_antvalues whIch we have inherited from the English common law and Ie,gal system.

::~::~h~S'{"i~ql~de the principle of the rule' of law, th~' tradition of a dedica.ted,' ciViUzed,

:: ed~-c~'t~d;' independent and uncorrupted jUdiciary, hard working lawyers and-.the· general

:-~ -~c~~tance -that the law should strive after Justice and seek to achieve --orderly teform

.: wher?/nil:fStice is shown.

Like so many other con.cepts, the 'reasonable manl concept must now be

f_e-examined.35 Whether in the criminal law, in civil compensation cases, in the law of

co"ritract or elsewhere, it may no i~nget 6e- safe t6 make assumptions 'about a hypothetical

stereotyped. objective 'reasonable' man o~ woman. One of the great goals of our time

should- be the destruction of stereotypes and the acknowledgement, '50 far as may be

pra,c:~lc!3:1?le, of the idiosyncracies 811d varied capacities of our people. A law which is in

tu~~-~i'th the variety of the Australian p~'p'ulation ~i1l be worthy of celebration~ The Law

Reform Commissions of Austral.is work toward that goal.
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